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I.  STATE AUTHORITY FOR THE EVALUATION OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
PREPARATION PROGRAMS 

There are two broad policy levers for improving school leadership: preparation program 
evaluation and individual candidate licensure. At the federal level, there is interest in fostering 
greater preparation program accountability as indicated by the U.S. Department of Education’s 
proposed changes to the teacher preparation accountability requirements found in Title II 
of the Higher Education Act. However, thus far, there is no comparable guidance regarding 
leadership preparation programs, leaving oversight of an estimated 978 principal preparation 
programs to individual states.1 

II. OVERSIGHT OF PREPARATION PROGRAMS 

States have the authority to regulate both preparation programs for school leaders and licens-
ing requirements for individuals seeking to become school leaders. Given these two policy 
levers, there has been more activity by states in adopting policies regarding individual candi-
date certification/licensure than in adopting policies related to the evaluation and oversight 
of preparation programs.2 For example, only 23 states require preparation program reviews at 
specified intervals, but 40 states have regulations on the prior teaching experience of adminis-
trative candidates. 

When states do enact policies focused on preparation programs, the emphasis is on program 
standards and program oversight, not program content or outcomes. All 50 states and the 
District of Columbia use nationally recognized leadership standards, and roughly half of states 
have some type of program oversight, as detailed in Table 1. However, few states regulate 
selection processes, such as the use of performance-based assessments (five states), or program 
elements, such as parameters for clinically rich internships. Only 15 states require 300+ hours 
of field-based experience, despite research evidence suggesting that the quality of clinical expe-
rience is probably the most important determinant of an effective preparation program.3 While 
the number of hours does not necessarily indicate program quality, more hours do create an 
opportunity for a more meaningful field experience.

Table 1 presents findings from Anderson and Reynolds’ review of the regulatory language 
regarding the approval and ongoing oversight of principal preparation programs.4 For each 
element, an “X” indicates the element is required.

1. Briggs, K., Cheney, G. R., Davis, J., & Moll, K. (2013). Operating in the dark: What outdated state policies and data gaps mean for effective school leadership. 
Dallas, TX: The George W. Bush Institute.  Briggs, Cheney, Davis, and Moll’s findings are based on self-reporting by state education agencies in 2012.

2. Anderson, E., & Reynolds, A. (accepted). State of state policies for principal preparation program approval and candidate licensure. Journal of 
Research in Educational Administration. 

3. Orr, M. T., & Barber, M. E. (2009). Program evaluation in leadership preparation and related fields. In M. D. Young, G. M. Crow, J. Murphy, & R. T. 
Ogawa (Eds.), Handbook of research on the education of school leaders (pp. 457–498). New York, NY: Routledge.

4. Anderson & Reynolds (accepted). 
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STATE Requires state review at 
specified intervals

Includes documentation 
and site visits in plan for 
initial program oversight

Requires oversight team to 
have relevant experience 

and training

Includes feedback mecha-
nism to improve practice

AL

AK

AZ X X

AR X X X X

CA X X X

CO X

CT X X X X

DE X X

DC X X

FL X X X

GA X X X X

HI

ID X X X

IL X X X X

IN X

IA X X X X

KS X X X X

KY X X X X

LA X X X X

ME X X X X

MD X X X X

MA X X

MI X

MN X X X X

MS

MO

MT

NE

NV X

NH X X

NJ X

NM

NY X

NC

ND X X X X

OH

OK

OR

PA X

RI X X X X

SC

SD X X

TN X X X

TX X X

UT

VT X X

VA X X X X

WA X X X X

WV X X X X

WI X X X X

WY

Total 23 28 27 25

Table 1: State-by-State Results: Preparation Program Approval and Oversight
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III. DATA COLLECTED FROM PREPARATION PROGRAMS

There is great variability in the data collected by states on their principal preparation pro-
grams. Most states collect basic workforce information on the number of preparation program 
graduates (31 states) and the number of licenses issued (43 states), but fewer collect data on 
the performance of those graduates or the programs from which they graduate. A few key 
findings from a study by Briggs, Cheney, Davis, and Moll (2013)5 are summarized below. They 
are clustered by the same categories of indicators that we use in our proposed annual report: 
program processes, program outputs and program graduate outcomes. 

Program Processes

• Only 27 states report including in their standards five key practices that current research 
shows are important to principal effectiveness: recruiting and selecting teachers, develop-
ing and supporting teachers, assessing and rewarding teachers, implementing data-driven 
instruction, and developing a positive school culture.

• Only five states report requiring principal preparation programs to include all key 
programmatic components that research shows are critical for effective programs: clear 
program purpose, competency framework, recruitment, candidate selection, coursework, 
clinical leadership experience, and program completion requirements.

Program Outputs

• Seventeen states collect data on principal job placement rates by principal preparation 
programs.

• Eleven states collect data on principal job retention rates among graduates of principal 
preparation programs.

Program Graduate Outcomes

• Fourteen states collect data on principal program graduates’ job effectiveness as measured 
by on-the-job evaluations.

• Thirteen states collect data on principal program graduates’ job effectiveness as measured 
by their impact on student achievement.

A. Data Required for Preparation Program Approval

For the explicit purposes of program approval, states require a range of documentation, from 
written applications (46 states and DC) to evidence of program graduates raising student achieve-
ment (eight states). Table 2 presents survey responses collected by the Bush Institute (Briggs et 
al., 2013) from state departments of education regarding the required data for program approval. 
Seven elements of the program approval process are noted with the timetable for approval. 

5. Briggs et al. (2013).
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Table 2: Data Required for Program Approval6

STATE Written 
application

Site 
visit(s)

Evidence of 
graduates 
earning 

licensure

Evidence of 
graduates 
securing 

admin jobs

Evidence of 
graduates 

retaining jobs

Evidence of 
graduates’ job 
effectiveness

Evidence of 
graduates 

raising 
student 

achievement

Programs 
required to 
reapply for 
approval 

every         
years

AL X X X X X X X 3 TO 7
AK  X      7
AZ X X      2 TO 5
AR X X X   X X 7
CA X X    X  7
CO X X      5
CT X X X     5
DE X       3
DC X X X     3 OR 7
FL X X      6
GA X X X     7
HI X X X X X X  1
ID X X X     3
IL X  X     1
IN X       7
IA X X X     7
KS X X X     7
KY X X X  X X X 7
LA X X X   X X 7
ME X X      5
MD X X      7
MA X X      5
MI X       5
MN X X X     5
MS X X    X  1
MO X X X     1
MT X X X     7
NE X X    X  7
NV X X      7
NH X X X     5
NJ X X      5

NM        7
NY X       7
NC      X X 5
ND X  X     7
OH X X X X X X X 5 TO 7
OK X       7
OR X X      7
PA X  X     7
RI X X      1 TO 5
SC X X X X X X X 7
SD X X X X    7
TN X X X   X X 7
TX X X      5
UT X       5
VT  X      7
VA X X    X  2
WA X X X X    5
WV X       7
WI X X X X    5
WY X       7

6. Ibid.
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IV.  COMPARISON OF CURRENT DATA COLLECTION ON LEADERSHIP 
PREPARATION PROGRAMS AND ANNUAL REPORT INDICATORS7

Table 3 compares the proposed annual report indicators described in the guide with available 
research on what data are currently collected by state departments of education. The study by 
Briggs et al. (2013) made a distinction between data collected regarding ongoing program over-
sight and data collected explicitly for program approval. For example, Briggs and colleagues 
argued that states should monitor the number of graduates for program oversight because they 
need to know whether their preparation programs are producing enough new principals to 
meet the anticipated number of school leader vacancies each year. This distinction is indicated 
below. Currently, relatively few states collect the types of data this guide recommends.

Table 3: Extent to Which Data for Annual Report Indicators Are Currently Being Collected 

7. Except for evidence footnoted separately, all of the data were drawn from Briggs et al. (2013). 
8. Anderson & Reynolds (accepted). 
9. Briggs et al. (2013) did not address whether states collect data regarding the number of program starters, which would be needed to calculate the 

percentage who graduate.
10. Anderson & Reynolds (accepted).

Recommended Annual 
Report Indicators

Data Collected for Ongoing 
Program Oversight

Data Collected for Initial or 
Periodic Program Approval

Program Inputs

Number of program starters No No

Admissions rate No No

Percentage of admitted 
candidates who have strong 
instructional expertise

No No

Percentage of candidates 
who demonstrate leadership 
potential through experi-
ences leading adults

No No

Program Processes

Use of performance-based 
assessments

No No

Number of required resi-
dency hours

15 states require 300+ hours 
of field-based experience8

11 states require the report-
ing of a clinical leadership 
experience by programs

No

Program Outputs

Percentage of candidates who 
complete the program 

31 states were able to report 
the number of graduates 
from state-approved principal 
preparation programs9

No

Licensure exam results 30 states collect this data10 No evidence on this indicator

Number and percentage of 
program completers who 
become licensed by the state

43 states were able to report 
the number of principal 
licenses granted

24 states require evidence 
of licensure obtainment by 
graduates

Percentage of graduates 
placed as school leaders in the 
state within 3 years 

13 states collect data on job 
placement rates

7 states require evidence of 
graduates securing adminis-
trative jobs

Retention rate 8 states collect data on 
retention

5 states require evidence of 
graduates retaining jobs
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Program Graduate Outcomes

Percentage of graduates rated 
effective or above based on 
teacher and/or leadership 
effectiveness ratings

15 states collect data on 
principal performance based 
on principal evaluations

13 states require evidence of 
job effectiveness by graduates

Percentage of principals who 
graduated from the program 
and improved student out-
comes after 3 years of leading 
a school based on consistent 
and methodologically sound 
measures of aggregated 
individual student growth 

11 states collect data on prin-
cipal performance based on 
student achievement impact 
(not clear on time frame for 
tenure of graduate)

8 states require evidence of 
graduates raising student 
achievement (unspecified 
methodology and time 
frame)

Other data points: measures 
of leadership practice; 
measures of school climate; 
measures of noncognitive 
student outcomes

No evidence on this indicator No evidence on this indicator


